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Join the National Pest Management 
Association (NPMA) and the National 
Wildlife Control Operators Association 

(NWCOA) for an educational program that 
will provide both technical and business-
related information to professionals who 
are involved in wildlife management or 
are considering offering this valuable add-
on service.

The program at the Wildlife Expo 
combines training and education with 
networking opportunities and the chance 
to check out the newest technology and 
services in the Exhibit Hall. Whether you 
are a large company or a one-man shop, 
use this opportunity to grow this segment 
of your business by attending this unique 
meeting.

THE EXHIBIT HALL
A centerpiece of the meeting is the Exhibit 
Hall — the largest tradeshow dedicated to 
wildlife and nuisance bird management. 
During the program there are several 
events held in the Exhibit Hall that allow 
you ample time to meet with vendors and 
test out new products.

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL 
TRAINING COURSES
In conjunction with the Wildlife Expo, 
NWCOA is offering Certified Professional 
Training Courses for technicians. This 
unique opportunity is only available 
at the Wildlife Expo. After completion 
of any of these courses, students will 
receive credentials, use of the logo mark 
in marketing materials, and a certificate 
of completion. These courses are offered 
at an additional fee and you can pick 
and choose which ones you would like to 
attend on the registration form.

HOTEL INFO
To make your reservations at the Sheraton 
Memphis Downtown Hotel, call 800-325-
3535 and mention “Wildlife Expo 2017” 
by January 11 to receive the group rate of 
$150 per night. After January 11, rooms 
and rates are subject to availability.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
11:00 a.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
REGISTRATION

5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. 
WELCOME RECEPTION & EXHIBITS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5
7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
REGISTRATION

7:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST & EXHIBITS

8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
DISPELLING MYTHS ABOUT COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED 
NUISANCE SPECIES
JIM MILLER, PROFESSOR EMERITUS AT MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
Having dealt with, and listened to, 
many landowner questions, complaints 
and common misperceptions related to 
nuisance wildlife, I can commiserate with 
those attempting to provide effective 
prevention or control methods to reduce 
or eliminate such problems. Being able 
to convey a message to clients that allay 
their fears and misperceptions, yet present 
them with the facts and do it in a way 
that they can understand is critical. Some 
of the commonly encountered nuisance 
animals in urban/suburban environments, 
include:  squirrels (both tree and flying), 
raccoons, skunks, commensal rodents, 
bats, and snakes. Clearly, with all these 
species there are numerous myths that 
lead to confusion and misunderstanding. 
These myths also make it difficult for the 
client to understand the importance of 
prevention, and to reduce or remove the 
fear or trepidation about what steps will 
be necessary to eliminate the problem. 

10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
POSITIVE CONTROL TRAPPING
CHRIS O’BANNION - ADVANCED WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
Trapping can be a very challenging 
and inefficient aspect of the nuisance 
wildlife business equation. Using modern 
equipment and methods to improve 

trapping efficiency can increase profits and 
decrease headaches.

HIRING AND FIRING BEST PRACTICES
SPEAKER FROM TERMINIX HQ
One key to success is hiring and retaining 
good employees. This presentation will 
discuss best practices for hiring these 
employees to find the best fit and follow 
the proper human resource protocols. As 
much as we try to hire great employees, 
the time does sometimes come when we 
need to fire one. As such, we will also 
discuss the best practices for severing an 
employee relationship. 

11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
GETTING READY FOR THE BIG BAT JOB
RON SCHELLER, THE BAT GUY WILDLIFE CONTROL
This presentation will include information 
regarding bat exclusion programs on large 
structures. Topics will include initial site 
inspection, compiling notes (structure 
details) for working up a proposal, tips 
on preparing the price quote, scheduling 
the job and rental equipment, safety 
considerations and permits, worksite 
suggestions, communication with the site 
maintenance director and workers, and 
the importance of physical and mental 
preparation.

MANAGING YOUR ONLINE REPUTATION 
CHARLES PARKER, PARKER WILDLIFE AND REPRESENTATIVE FROM TRUTECH
Online reputation management is critical 
for a company’s growth and overall 
success. Consumers research and read 
reviews. Brands want consumers to find 
relevant and positive results instead of 
negative ones. This presentation will take 
an in depth look at online reputation 
management and how to improve your 
overall online reputation.
 
12:30 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. 
LUNCH & EXHIBITS

1:45 p.m. – 2:45 p.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
SELECTING AND PROPERLY APPLYING ADHESIVE SEALANTS
TOM STEFELY, NPC SEALANTS 
Selecting and properly applying adhesive 
sealants is not just about reading the 
marketing claims and directions on the 

tube. Learn about the benefits and 
features of different families of sealants 
and which types of sealants should be 
applied in different applications.  This 
session will help you avoid call backs 
because of improper use of adhesives/
sealants on your jobs.

HOW TO EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS
DAN AUST, BIRD DOCTOR AND VICTOR PALERMO, ULTRASAFE PEST 
MANAGEMENT
Is aggressive growth right for you? This 
presentation will look at the challenges, 
risks and rewards of aggressive growth vs. 
passive organic growth. It will also look 
at the specific strategies employed by Bug 
Doctor Inc. to diversify their operations 
and in turn, experience high growth via 
the expansion of their service offerings/
business model.

3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
SOLAR PANEL PIGEON CONTROL
JEFF KIMMICH, SW AVIAN SOLUTIONS
More homes and businesses across the 
country are looking at alternative energy 
sources like solar panels that help the 
environment while also providing safe 
and secure housing for birds and other 
types of pests. Join me as I explain how 
not to make some of the more expensive 
mistakes our company has made, many of 
the different exclusion methods we have 
tried and how we have finally been able to 
get 100% control of pigeons under most 
types of solar panels — even on roofs — in 
the Arizona heat. 

LIFTS: RENT, LEASE OR BUY. WHAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU?
JESSE FRASER, CRITTER CONTROL OF NH
We’ve all been there. Perusing the 
equipment websites, wishing you owned a 
lift. Especially after renting one for a job. 
You saw the efficiency, accessibility and 
safety it afforded you. This crash course 
on lifts will open your eyes to the smaller 
units available to the wildlife industry. You 
will learn the types, sizes, availability and 
pricing from simple day or week renting, 
short term leasing and ownership options. 
We’ll run the numbers and show you 
benefits to each aspect. Brought to you 
from a guy that’s done all 3, and owns 2 



lifts. You’ll learn the speed at which a lift 
affords. We will have a Nifty Lift self-drive 
50’ demo unit on site for all to touch, 
feel and use. This size is ideal for homes, 
condos and commercial structures. It is 
light enough to be transported by regular 
truck and trailer, and it’s lawn friendly.

4:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
REFRESHMENT BREAK & EXHIBITS

4:30 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 
NWCOA GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
REGISTRATION

8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST & EXHIBITS

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
OPPORTUNITIES! PROFIT FROM SINGLE VISIT WILDLIFE 
SERVICE
SCOTT STECKEL, VARMENT GUARD ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES, INC. 
GREGG SCHUMAKER, WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AND NUISANCE REMOVAL
There are opportunities for making 
quick work of some wildlife jobs that 
can bring in good revenue and profit 
while not taking multiple service calls. 
This presentation will give you practical 
examples of jobs that meet the definition 
of “One Trip Wonder” and how to 
incorporate them into your service 
offerings.

10:00 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
REFRESHMENT BREAK

10:15 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
LIVE AND IN PERSON: SNAKE ID AND HANDLING 
TECHNIQUES
DAVID AND KAREN MILLIKEN, MF WILDLIFE CONTROL 
Much of the general public is terrified 
of snakes of all kinds. This is a service 
area that you can add to be a hero for 
your customers!  With live specimens, 
the Millikens will go through basic snake 
identification and handling techniques to 
keep you safe and give you the confidence 
to add this service!

SAFETY IS NOT A FOUR LETTER WORD: THE BIG GUYS AND 
THE LITTLE GUYS
DIXON HERMAN, TERMINIX WILDLIFE AND JASON REGER, BLUE RIDGE 
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
Big companies with lots of employees 
have strict OSHA guidelines to adhere to. 
Small companies, like many WCO firms, 

don’t employ enough people to fall under 
OSHA enforcement. Safety should not 
be overlooked, however. Here some real 
case histories regarding safety – and the 
consequences of not making safety a 
priority.

11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
EXCLUSION TECHNOLOGIES: METAL BREAKING FOR 
EXCLUSION
JORDAN BUDENSKI, BUD’S NUISANCE WILDLIFE REMOVAL 
This presentation will focus on 
preventative repairs and the exclusion of 
mice, squirrels, bats and birds with the 
use of metal breaks. The goal is to show 
attendees that there are easier, more 
effective, long term solutions that will 
raise profits per job guaranteed!

THERMAL IMAGING AND INFRARED TECHNOLOGY FOR NWCO 
WORK
MICHAEL BERAN, WILDLIFE COMMAND CENTER
In this session, attendees will learn how to 
secure appointments and enhance their 
business practices using thermal imaging 
and infrared technology.

12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
LUNCH & EXHIBITS

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
NPMA WILDLIFE COMMITTEE MEETING

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRAIRIE DOGS AND THEIR 
CONTROL
SAM SMALLIDGE, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
Prairie dogs, a type of ground squirrel, 
can be a nuisance in the western part of 
the country, to ranchers, homeowners 
and local governments. This presentation 
will cover basic biology, technologies, 

techniques and special considerations 
in managing prairie dog populations in 
western North America.

3:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
CONCURRENT SESSIONS:
THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF RODENTICIDES ON PUBLIC 
HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT
MICHAEL BENTLEY, PH.D., NATIONAL PEST MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
Commensal rodents are important public 
health pests that carry and transmit 
disease, contaminate foods and damage 
infrastructure. Second generation 
anticoagulants are essential to any 
rodent management program because 
they provide fast and complete rodent 
control. However, the use of any pest 
control products carry some level of risk. 
This informative session reviews the latest 
in rodent management strategies and 
technologies that promotes effective 
rodent pest management while mitigating 
the risk of pesticide exposure to people 
and to non-target wildlife.

COYOTES: USING THEIR BIOLOGY AND HABITS TO YOUR 
BENEFIT IN ADC JOBS
MARK ZAGGER, NEW YORK TRAPPER
Mark Zagger has made a name for 
himself nationally, but mainly in the East 
and Northeast, with his large annual fur 
catches of coyotes. As he approaches 
retirement, those skills are leading to 
more and more ADC work for him.  Mark 
will discuss some of those chinks in the 
coyote’s armor that will help NWCO’s with 
little coyote trapping experience to add 
this challenging animal to their menu of 
services offered.

5:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
FINAL NIGHT BANQUET & NWCOA AWARDS CEREMONY

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6 | 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
HANDS-ON EXCLUSION LEARNING SESSION JORDAN BUDENSKI, BUD’S NUISANCE WILDLIFE REMOVAL, LLC
Participants must attend the Exclusion Technologies: Metal Breaking for 
Exclusion held at 11:30 a.m. on Feb. 6 to be able to attend the Hands-On 
Exclusion Learning Session. The cost for the session will be $75 per person or 
$100 for non-members. 

During this three-hour hands-on event participants will fabricate creative 
repairs to exclude animals from structures. Participants will use a 4’ and 10’ 
brake with accessories to make aluminum repair inserts. Four modules will 
address common construction flaws that allow animals like bats, squirrels 
and birds entry. The hands-on training will emphasize idea building, 
attention to detail and reveal how this creative problem solving can boost 
profit margins on each job. 



FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3 & 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (both days)
NWCOA CERTIFIED BASIC WILDLIFE 
CONTROL OPERATOR TRAINING 
COURSE
NWCOA MASTER INSTRUCTORS
The NWCOA Certified Basic 
Wildlife Control Operator 
Training Course will be offered by NWCOA 
to train new and current WCOs that 
perform wildlife management services 
in or on residential and commercial 
properties. This course is a two-day, 
hands-on classroom style training course 
taught by Master NWCOA Instructors 
and Certified NWCOA Instructors. Course 
topics include bats, birds, squirrels and 
other commonly encountered problem 
species, animal biology, animal handling, 
euthanasia, inspection, safety, and more. 
Upon successful completion of this 
course and a test, the WCO will receive a 
certificate of completion, use of the logo 
mark in marketing materials and become a 
Certified Basic Wildlife Control Operator.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
NWCOA BAT STANDARDS 
COMPLIANT TRAINING COURSE
CERTIFIED NWCOA INSTRUCTORS
The NWCOA Bat 
Standards will be 
offered by NWCOA to aid in the survival 
and future of bats in the North America, 
as well as educate those who perform 
bat exclusion services in residential and 
commercial structures. This course is a 
one day, classroom style training course 

taught by Certified NWCOA Instructors. 
Upon completion of this course and 
successful passing of a test, the WCO will 
become NWCOA Bat Standards Compliant. 
Student will also receive a certificate of 
completion, have use of the logo mark in 
marketing materials and will be listed on 
the NWCOA Website.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
BIRD BARRIER AMERICA, INC. 
CERTIFICATION TRAINING 
COURSE
CAMERON RIDDELL, BIRD BARRIER 
AMERICA, INC.
Birds cause untold millions of dollars of 
damage to homes, commercial properties, 
government buildings and industrial 
facilities. Droppings, nest materials, and 
ecto-parasites pose serious threats to 
structures and the people who occupy 
them. The Bird Barrier America, Inc. 
certification training course will help you 
determine which bird control product 
is suited for solving any bird problem 
and how to install that product on your 
client’s property. Upon completion of 
this course and successful passing of a 
test, the WCO will become a Bird Barrier 
Certified Installer and receive a certificate 
of completion.

NWCOA is a trademark of the National 
Wildlife Control Operators Association.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7 &
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8 
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
NWCOA ADVANCED WILDLIFE CONTROL OPERATOR TRAINING 
COURSE 
NWCOA MASTER INSTRUCTORS AND CERTIFIED NWCOA INSTRUCTORS
The NWCOA Certified Advanced Wildlife 
Control Operator Training Course will be 
offered by NWCOA to train established 
WCOs that perform wildlife management 
services in or on residential and commercial 
properties. This course is a two day, in 
depth look at topics central to professional 
operation of a wildlife management 
company. It is structured as a practical, 
case study classroom style training course 
taught by Master NWCOA Instructors and 
Certified NWCOA Instructors. Technical 
course topics include: advanced inspection 
and exclusion, advanced removal techniques 
and tools, specialty species information on 
bats, venomous and non-venomous snakes 
and reptiles, as well as ground squirrels, 
moles, voles and commensal rodents, 
and advanced discussion of zoonotics. 
Management topics include: advanced 
safety, sales and marketing, and business 
management practices. Upon successful 
completion of this course and a test, the 
WCO will receive a certificate of completion, 
use of the logo mark in marketing materials 
and become a Certified Advanced Wildlife 
Control Operator. Prerequisite: Participants 
must hold a current NWCOA Basic Wildlife 
Operator Certification or pass the Basic 
Wildlife Control Operator test online 
(for a fee of $100) prior to attending the 
Advanced Wildlife Control Operator class. 
For more information, please call NWCOA at 
855-Go-NWCOA.

In conjunction with the 2017 Wildlife Expo, the National Wildlife Control Operators Association (NWCOA) is offering 
Certified Professional Training Courses for technicians. After successful completion of any course, the student will 
receive credentials, use of the logo mark in marketing materials and a certificate of completion.

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING COURSES
NATIONAL WILDLIFE CONTROL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION



 Early Bird Regular
 (Through Jan. 11) (After Jan. 11)

NPMA/NWCOA  $395   $445
Member Registration

Non-Member  $450  $500
Registration

 NWCOA NWCOA
 Member NON-Member

Hands-on Exclusion  $75  $100
Learning Session  

3 WAYS TO REGISTER
Mail to: NPMA
10460 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030

Fax: 
(703) 352-3031

Online: 
www.npmapestworld.org

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE CLEARLY. COMPLETE ONE FORM PER PERSON. PHOTOCOPY FORM FOR ADDITIONAL REGISTRANTS OR REGISTER ONLINE AT WWW.NPMAPESTWORLD.ORG.

Name___________________________________________________ Title _______________________________________________

Company Name______________________________________________________________________________________________

Address______________________________________________________________________________________________________

City_____________________________________________________________ State________________ Zip____________________

Phone______________________________________________ Fax_____________________________________________________

E-mail _______________________________________________  ______________________________________________________
                                                                 (company)                                                                                                                                        (individual)

PAYMENT INFO
  Check (payable to NPMA) Enclosed      Visa     MasterCard

Total Amount $_______________________________________________

Name on Card________________________________________________

Card#_______________________________________________________

Exp. Date _____________________ Sec. Code_______________________

Signature___________________________________________________

presented by

Register by January 11 and SAVE! 

REGISTRATION FEES

  NWCOA NWCOA
  Member Non-Member

Basic Operators Training (Feb. 3-4)   $300  $400

Bat Standards Compliant (Feb. 4)   $175   $200

Bird Barrier Certification (Feb. 7)   $175   $200

Advanced Wildlife Control Operator Training (Feb. 7-8)   $300   $400

NWCOA CERTIFIED TRAINING COURSES
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OPTIONAL COURSE



10460 North Street
Fairfax, VA 22030
www.npmapestworld.org
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